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Abstract
Massive gravity (mGR) is a 5(=2s+1) degree of freedom, finite range exten-
sion of GR. However, amongst other problems, it is plagued by superluminal
propagation, first uncovered via a second order shock analysis. First order
mGR shock structures have also been studied, but the existence of superlumi-
nal propagation in that context was left open. We present here a concordance
of these methods, by an explicit (first order) characteristic matrix computa-
tion, which confirms mGR’s superluminal propagation as well as acausality.
BRX-TH668, CALT 68-2942
1. Introduction
A natural physical question is whether gravity is necessarily infinite ran-
ge—like its non-abelian Yang–Mills (YM) counterpart—or whether “nearby”,
massive, extensions are also permitted, at least as effective theories within
a certain domain of validity. This question was first studied at linearized
level almost 80 years ago by Fierz and Pauli (FP) [1], who constructed a
massive spin s = 2 model with the required 2s + 1 = 5 degrees of free-
dom (DoF). Even this was nontrivial, as the “natural” DoF count would
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be six–the number of components of the symmetric 3-tensor hij governing
the kinetic, linearized Einstein, action. Indeed, (up to field redefinitions)
only one mass combination, m2(hµν g¯
νρhρσg¯
σµ − hµν g¯
µνhρσg¯
ρσ), accomplishes
this so long as the fiducial metric g¯µν is Einstein (Gµν(g¯) ∝ g¯µν) [2]. The
(observationally necessary) extension to the nonlinear domain, with the full
scalar curvature R(gµν) kinetic term and mass terms built from an arbitrary
(diffeomorphism invariant) combination of the dynamical metric gµν and the
fixed (but now potentially arbitrary) background g¯µν , proved more elusive.
Further developments began about halfway since the time of FP, but al-
most immediately ground to a halt because it was shown that, for generic
mass terms, a sixth, ghost, excitation necessarily develops beyond linear, FP,
order [3]. This was catastrophic because this ghost arises within the effective
theory’s supposed domain of validity, reducing it to nil. It took the sub-
sequent four decades to discover that exactly three mass terms evade this
no-go result. One of these was discovered in [4] based upon the bimetric
model of [5]. Much later, that mass term and two others were uncovered
in mGR’s decoupling limit [6]. Absence of the “bulk” ghost mode was fi-
nally proven in [7]. Predictably, it was time for the next blow to strike: The
very mass terms that avoided the ghost replaced that woe with superluminal–
tachyonic modes, discovered by analyzing second order shocks [8]. This result
was perhaps not surprising5 since superluminal behavior had already been
uncovered in the model’s Stu¨ckelberg sector and decoupling limit [10] as well
as in a spherically symmetric analysis on Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-
Walker (FLRW) backgrounds [11]. Concordantly, unstable cosmological so-
lutions were discovered [12] (similar pathologies also arise in other nonlinear
gravity models, such as f(T ) [13] and Poincare´ gauge gravity [14]). Moreover,
mGR also seems not to allow static black hole solutions [15].
The characteristics of mGR were subsequently studied in [16] in a cer-
tain first order formulation where a (generically) maximal rank characteristic
matrix was found. However, a study of zeros of that matrix and thus super-
luminality was postponed in that work, which focused on the relationship
between first order shocks and the second order shocks of [8]. In this work,
we exhibit further superluminal behavior in the first order setting and clar-
5It also follows a similar pattern of massive higher spin inconsistencies when these
models interact with background fields; see old results for s = 3/2, 2 in both E/M and GR
backgrounds [9].
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ify the relation between the various superluminal modes and acausality. We
also give a compact computation and formula for the (pathological) mGR
characteristic matrix by employing vierbeine and spin connections. A toy
scalar field example is given in the discussion, which further illuminates our
findings. The power of the characteristic method [9] is that there is no need
to wait the thirty odd years it took for Go¨del to discover closed timelike
curves in GR, but rather acausality can be detected without directly solving
the mGR field equations6. Moreover the causal inconsistencies we find are
local, as opposed to the non-local Go¨del type acausal anomalies of GR. Our
conclusion is that mGR is unphysical, leaving GR on its isolated consistency
pedestal.
2. Massive Gravity
The model’s field equation is
Gµν(g) = τµν(f, g) := Λgµν −m
2
(
fµν − gµνf
)
, (1)
where the metric gµν is dynamical and Gµν(g) is its Einstein tensor. The
rank two tensor
fµν := fµ
meνm
is built from the vierbein eµ
m of the dynamical metric gµν and a non-
dynamical vierbein fµ
m of a non-dynamical background/fiducial metric g¯µν .
All index manipulations will be performed using the dynamical metric and
vierbein, in particular f := fµ
meµm. The inverse background vierbein is
denoted by ℓµm.
Of the three permitted bulk ghost-free mass terms, we focus on the above,
simplest, possibility (linear in the fiducial vierbein); of the other two, one is
known to have tachyonic behavior as well [17], while the last is—formally—
open because its covariant constraint form, if any, is as yet unknown [18].
The parameter m is the FP mass when the theory is linearized around
an Einstein background g¯µν with cosmological constant Λ¯. Requiring a good
linearization (without constant terms in the linear equations of motion) de-
6Actually, in [11], solutions with infinitely rapid propagation—in open FLRW
backgrounds—were explicitly given; these are likely to include examples of acausal struc-
tures, though their energy scale is as yet unclear.
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mands the further parameter condition Λ − Λ¯ + 3m2 = 0 (in particular flat
backgrounds are achieved by tuning the parameter Λ = −3m2). Also, we
have denoted f := fµµ and, as a consequence of Eq. (1), the vierbein obeys
the symmetry constraint
f[µ
meν]m = 0 . (2)
3. First Order Formulation
To perform a first order shock and characteristic surface analysis we first
write the system in a first order formulation in the usual way. The dynamical
metric gµν is replaced by the vierbein eµ
m (with gµν = eµ
mηmneν
n), and an
off-shell spin connection ωµ
m
n determined by the torsion-free condition built
into the “Palatini” first order action,
∂[µeν]
m + ω[µ|
m
ne|ν]
n = 0 . (3)
The standard Bianchi identities for the Riemann tensor then become first
order integrability conditions
Rµνρσ(e, ω)− Rρσµν(e, ω) = 0 = R[µνρ]σ(ω, e) . (4)
Note that there is no need to impose the condition ∇[µRνρ]σκ = 0 because it
holds identically for any ω. The field equations imply that the Einstein tensor
obeys G(e, ω)µν = G(e, ω)νµ and, in turn, the symmetry constraint (2). The
latter’s curl gives a further integrability condition
f[µ
σKνρ]σ = 0 (5)
where the contorsion,
Kµ
m
n := ωµ
m
n − ω(f)µ
m
n ,
measures the failure of parallelograms of one (torsion-free) connection to close
with respect to the other and will play a crucial role in further developments.
Going beyond kinematics, dynamics are generated by the first order evo-
lution equation
Gµν(e, ω)− Λgµν +m
2
(
fµν − gµνf
)
= 0 , (6)
where G(e, ω) is obtained from the Riemann tensor R(ω) = dω + ω ∧ ω in
4
the usual way.
So far the choice of couplings τµν has not been invoked. The covariant
vector and scalar constraints (whose existence was verified in [18]) responsible
for the ultimate ghost free, 5 = 2s+1, s = 2 DoF count, depend in an essential
way on this choice7. They have been calculated explicitly in [8] and read
0 = ∇µ[Gµν − τµν ] = m
2 eµmKµ
m
neν
n =: m2Kν , (7)
0 =
1
m2
∇ρ
(
ℓρν∇µ[Gµν − τµν ]) +
1
2
gµν [Gµν − τµν ] (8)
= −
3m2
2
f −
1
2
[
eµne
ν
mR¯µν
mn + 4Λ
]
+
1
2
[
KµνρK
νρµ +KµK
µ
]
.
Note that the term KµK
µ in the scalar constraint can be dropped since it is
the square of the vector one (7).
4. Shocks
We investigate first order shocks by positing
[∂αeµ
m]Σ = ξαEµ
m , [∂αωµ
m
n]Σ = ξαΩµ
m
n .
Since we wish to study superluminal propagation, we take the normal ξ to
be timelike: ξµgµνξ
ν = −1. For compactness of notation, we denote the
contraction of ξ on an index of any tensor by an “o”, so ξ.V := Vo, where
we use lower dot to denote tensor contraction, to avoid confusion with the
usual vector dot product. Also, the operator ⊤νµ := δ
ν
µ + ξµξ
ν is a projector;
we will denote its action on tensors by latin indices, for example
Vi := ⊤
ν
i Vν ⇒ VµV
µ = ViV
i − VoVo .
We split our shock analysis into two parts: First, we deal with the conse-
quences of the “kinematical” equations, namely Eqs. (3–4), and then turn to
the dynamical equation, Eq. (6) and its constraints given by Eqs. (2,5,7,8).
These will give algebraic conditions on the shock profiles Eµ
m and Ωµ
m
n;
7To be precise, a vector constraint exists for any algebraic coupling τµν , but the condi-
tion it imposes on fields is τ -dependent. The very existence of a scalar constraint hinges
on the exact choice of τ .
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there would be causal consistency only if these conditions forced all shock
profiles to vanish.
Firstly, we observe that the discontinuity in the torsion-free condition (3)
implies
ξ[µEν]ρ = 0 .
Multiplying by ξµ we find
Eµν = −ξµEoν .
Thus Eij = 0 = Eio, so of the vierbein shock profiles, only Eoj and Eoo
remain.
The discontinuities of the Bianchi identities (4) are obtained from that of
Riemann curvature tensor:
[Rµν
m
n]Σ = ξµΩν
m
n − ξνΩµ
m
n .
Hence
ξ[µΩν]ρσ − ξ[ρΩσ]µν = 0 = ξ[µΩνρ]σ .
Contracting these with ξ yields
Ωµνρ = −ξµΩoνρ + 2ξ[νΩρ]µo , Ω[µν]o = ξ[µ|Ωoo|ν] .
As a consequence, Ωi = −Ωooi where Ωµ := Ων
ν
µ.
Next we consider the dynamical equation of motion (6), whose disconti-
nuity implies
ξµΩν + Ωµνo − gµνΩo = 0 .
The trace of this says Ωo = 0, thus Ωµνo = −ξµΩooν . Hence we have
Ωµνρ = −ξµΩoνρ .
Therefore Ωijk = 0 = Ωijo, leaving just Ωojk and Ωook for the spin connection
shock profiles.
Now we turn to the constraints. To study the symmetry constraint, (fol-
lowing [16]) we define new variables for the vierbein shock profiles
Fµν := Eµρfν
ρ .
Invertiblity of fµ
m implies that the variables F are in one-one correspondence
with E . From the above we already know that Fiν = 0. In the new variables,
6
the jump in the symmetry constraint (2) gives F[µν] = 0 . These two relations
imply that Fio = 0 = Foi = Fij, i.e., Fµν = ξµξνFoo.
At this point, only the spin connection shock profiles (Ωojk,Ωook) and Foo
remain. The discontinuity in the vector constraint (7) is easily computed
Ωρ − E
νµKµνρ = 0 . (9)
This produces a relation between Ωook and Foo:
Ωook − ℓ
µ
oKµokFoo = 0 .
Our characteristic analysis is now almost complete, since this relation allows
us to determine Ωook, leaving only the profiles Ωojk and Foo. We stress that
up to this point all other shock profiles have been determined algebraically in
terms of these by relations that are everywhere invertible in field space. This
will no longer be the case for the system of equations obeyed by (Ωojk,Foo).
5. Superluminality and Acausality
Our shock analysis is completed by studying the discontinuities in the
scalar constraint (8) and the curl of the symmetry constraint (5):
0 = −
[3m2
2
− ℓµo
(
R¯µν
ν
o +KµνρK
νρ
o
)]
Foo − ΩojkK
jk
o ,
0 = fi
kΩojk − fj
kΩoik −
[
fi
µKjνµℓ
ν
o − fj
µKiνµℓ
ν
o
]
Foo .
Defining Ω˜i = ǫijkΩo
jk and K˜i = ǫijkK
jk
o, where ǫijk :=
1√−g ξ
µεµijk (εµνρσ
is the density obtained by lowering the indices of εµνρσ with the dynamical
metric), our characteristic determinant problem becomes
0 =
(
−3m
2
2
+ ℓµo
[
R¯µν
ν
o +KµνρK
νρ
o
]
1
2
K˜j
[f ×Kℓ]i fij − gijf
(3)
)(
Foo
Ω˜j
)
,
where [f×Kℓ]i := 2 ǫijkf
kµKjνµℓ
ν
o and f
(3) := gijfij. As emphasized in [14], a
field-dependent characteristic matrix always forewarns of danger to consistent
Cauchy propagation. Let us analyze this in more detail.
We proceed by first assuming that the matrix fij − gijf
(3) is invertible,
although field configurations where even this invertibility requirement fails
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can occur because ξµ is timelike with respect to the dynamical metric but
not necessarily with respect to the background; this is responsible for the
acausalities that are analyzed below. We denote ℓij(3) :=
(
fij − gijf
(3)
)−1
and
use it to solve for the vector Ω˜j and thus obtain a single equation for the
final shock profile Foo. This gives us a sufficient condition for vanishing of
the characteristic determinant:
0 = −
3m2
2
+ ℓµo
[
R¯µν
ν
o +KµνρK
νρ
o
]
−
1
2
K˜iℓ
ij
(3)[f ×Kℓ]j . (10)
Absence of superluminal propagation therefore requires, as a necessary (but
not sufficient) condition that this combination of fields never vanishes. How-
ever it is easy to see that it can: For example, let us focus on flat backgrounds
and configurations such that Kioo is the only non-vanishing contorsion so
that we only need to keep the first and third terms in Eq. (10) which be-
come −3m2/2 + ℓooK
j
ooKjoo. Hence if the normal ξµ to the characteristic
surface is not timelike with respect to the fiducial metric, this quantity is the
difference of two positive terms, one of them field dependent, and so clearly
can vanish. This confirms the existence of superluminal propagation in the
model8.
We now discuss acausality. Up to now, technically we have only estab-
lished superluminality, i.e., that gravity excitations can propagate outside of
local (metric) light cone. This defect, among other problems, signals that
the theory could be acausal : it might permit closed timelike curves (CTCs).
To see how acausality can arise in mGR, let us consider a special case in
which the fiducial metric is Minkowski (say) and the contorsion components
Kµνo = 0 so that Foo = 0. Then we obtain, in an obvious matrix notation,
the condition on the remaining shock profiles Ωojk,
{f,Ω} = 0,
where fij is symmetric with respect to the spacelike metric gij and can be
diagonalized with eigenvalues (f1, f2, f3) . Then, non-vanishing of every pair
(f1+f2, f2+f3, f1+f3) is the necessary and sufficient condition for {f,Ω} = 0
8A similar conclusion has also been reached in [20], who claim the constraint analysis
of [7] is flawed because it missed extra terms (arising from zeros in the action’s Hessian)
built from the time derivative of the metric squared.
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to imply Ω = 0. Na¨ıvely, one might think that the eigenvalues of f must
be positive because fij seems to be spacelike; however, spacelike-ness with
respect to f and g will in general not coincide. So situations like f1 = −f2
can occur. Consequently, in this setting, it is likely that all spacelike hy-
persurfaces can be characteristic hypersurfaces, which in turn implies that
we could locally embed a closed timelike curve into the spacetime. To sum-
marize, our analysis implies superluminal propagation and in addition the
stronger statement that (at least) some solutions suffer acausalities9.
We stress that the acausality that appears here differs from GR’s CTCs
in two ways: Firstly, mGR acausalities arise dynamically and affect asymp-
totic observers, while in GR dynamical acausalities are difficult to generate
without breaking energy conditions or evading protective black hole event
horizons (see [21]). Secondly, our acausality is local, whereas CTCs in GR
are non-local structures: even on CTC solutions, local, GR, time evolution
is well-defined. Instead, mGR’s acausality means that local time evolution
is not well-defined even in an infinitesimal region. Therefore, while GR’s
acausal solutions are in this sense artificial, this is not the case for mGR’s.
In mGR, as we have shown, causality can be easily violated in the sense
that acausal structures can be dynamically formed in local regions: mGR
acausality is far more calamitous than that of GR.
6. A Toy Model Realization
Non-linear massive theories face severe consistency problems when made
to self-interact or interact with backgrounds, so our mGR no-go results come
as little surprise given the (second order) findings of [8]. However, the rela-
tion between our first order and that analysis is of some interest, especially
since the second order superluminality conclusions followed independently of
the mass parameter, which indicates that mGR is likely inconsistent, even
when employed as an effective theory. The latter examined solutions where
all field discontinuities were of second order and focused accordingly on the
leading derivative terms in the second order field equations and constraints.
This amounts to solving the system in an eikonal limit gµν ∼ exp(isξ.x)γµν
with s→∞. The result was superluminal propagation of the lowest helicity
mode for any background or mass term. That is, the “characteristic matrix”
9See also the second entry of [10] for the same conclusion in the model’s decoupling
limit.
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for second order shocks found there was not of maximal rank. On the other
hand, our first order shock analysis, which calculates the characteristic matrix
in the strict PDE sense—to which one can apply machinery, such as Cauchy–
Kowalevski’s (see, for example [16]), to deduce evolution of Cauchy data—
leads to a generically maximal rank10, but field-dependent, matrix whose ze-
ros as a function of field space lead to superluminal propagation. Although
the conclusions are the same, these results might seem contradictory. We
therefore introduce a simple (but equally pathological) toy model that both
explains how this situation can arise and exhibits both types of superluminal-
ities: Consider a scalar field with action S(ϕ) =
∫
[1
2
∇µϕ∇
µϕ+ 1
4
(∇µϕ∇
µϕ)2]
in some non-dynamical background. The equations of motion can be brought
to a simpler, still two-derivative, form by introducing a second, auxiliary,
field ψ:
ϕ+∇µ(ψ∇
µϕ) = 0,
∇µϕ∇
µϕ− ψ = 0 . (11)
Indeed, the above system of equations is very similar to the mGR scalar
constraint and leading dynamical equations of motion. (The fields (ψ, ϕ) are
analogous to (goo, gij), the first equation being the dynamical one and the
second mimicking the scalar constraint.) In particular, in the mGR setting,
superluminal behavior of metric components, that happen to be auxiliary
in a particular 3+1 decomposition, is clearly undesirable–even in this simple
model, as a second order shock analysis a` la [8] shows. This demonstrates that
the composite operator∇µϕ∇
µϕ is tachyonic and thus unphysical. In eikonal
language, taking (ϕ, ψ) = exp(is ξ.x) ·(Φ,Ψ) and s large, we find Φ+Φ⋆Ψ =
0 = Φ ⋆ Φ (where Φ ⋆ Ψ denotes Fourier convolution) so Φ = 0 and Ψ
arbitrary gives superluminal solutions. Of course, second order shocks in ψ
will source third (and possibly higher) order (superluminal) shocks in ϕ,
a typical feature of models with pathological kinetic terms. To study, on
the other hand, the leading second order shocks in ϕ, a first order shock
analysis of the equations (11) is needed. (In this simple toy case, one can
also read off the characteristic determinant from the original equation of
motion
(
+∇µ [∇νϕ∇νϕ]∇µ
)
ϕ = 0, and finds 1−3(∇oϕ)
2+(∇iϕ)
2, whose
10This first order result, of course, was guaranteed by the correctness of previous ADM-
type DoF computations [7].
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zeros again signal superluminal behavior.) In a first order reformulation we
set vµ = ∇µϕ and study the system of equations (1 + ψ)∇µv
µ + vµ∇µψ =
0 = vµvµ − ψ = vµ − ∇µψ = ∇µvν − ∇νvµ. Now, in the same notations as
earlier denoting shock profiles by capital letters, we have Φ = 0 = Vi and
thus the characteristic matrix(
vo 1 + ψ
1 2vo
)(
Ψ
Vo
)
= 0 ,
whose determinant is (again) 1 + ψ − 2v20 = 1− 3(∇oϕ)
2 + (∇iϕ)
2.
An issue that often arises in the context of superluminality is its rela-
tion to acausality, since the former may not always imply the latter [22].
Indeed, it has recently been suggested that for a hyperbolic system of PDE
formulated on some spacetime, the causal structure defined by the system’s
own evolution (even if superluminal with respect to the background fidu-
cial metric) is the only relevant one [23]. This argument does not apply to
mGR for two reasons: Firstly, in mGR one of the fields is a dynamical met-
ric, to which matter fields will couple. This field defines local light cones and
causality–gravity, and light, waves should obey the same caustics, which they
manifestly need not do here. Both the first and second order shock analysis
demonstrate a failure of causality in this sense. Furthermore, the zeros in
the first order characteristic matrix, exhibited in this paper, imply a posi-
tivity violation of the kinetic matrix for physical excitations. Consequently
this implies classical instabilities (which have already been found [12]), and
negative norms in the quantum version of the theory.
7. Conclusions
We now summarize our findings for mGR. The presence of tachyonic
“gravitons”, and their deleterious effect on the matter sources with which
they unavoidably interact, means the theory could at best be an effective
one, within some putative domain of validity. However, the second order
analysis in [8] shows that there is no such domain, because the tachyons
were entirely mass- and background- independent. One might still attempt
to argue that, in the first order computation of Section 5 that was based
on Cauchy-Kowalevski machinery, superluminal propagation required special
field configurations and acausality was exhibited only in a Minkowski back-
ground. However, clearly the same mechanism can produce CTCs in more
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general backgrounds than our simple example’s. Moreover, only the very
small graviton (or Vainshtein) mass [24] is likely to separate (putative) sub-
sectors free of superluminalities/acausalities from the badly behaved ones, so
attempting to save the theory by recourse to effective field theory reasoning
seems doomed. The best hope of avoiding acausality would be to remove the
offending fifth DoF in favor of a 4 DoF, de Sitter (or Einstein)-background
partially massless model, but this avenue has been exhaustively [17, 19] ex-
cluded. Nor do matters seem any better for the two-tensor bimetric model,
according to a recent analysis [25].
Our work emphasizes the importance of the right kind of non-linearity
for a viable theory of gravity (see also [13]). For example, even linearized
gravity is problematic, but this is cured by full GR, which emerges through
combining the sum of background and spin 2 field excitations into a sin-
gle, background-independent, dynamical/geometric tensor [26]. The point is
that any modified theory of gravity with extra degrees of freedom needs to
suppress these new DoF’s to recover well-tested GR at the linearized limit,
and to excite the new DoF’s in some regimes (so that one may model (say)
dark matter or dark energy with the new DoF’s). It is however, not an easy
task to excite them without attendant problems like ghost modes, superlu-
minality, or acausality. Our analysis thus shows that mGR does not seem
to give the right kind of non-linearity. One might perhaps set one’s hope on
the last of the remaining, unanalyzed mGR mass term (cubic in the fiducial
vierbein), but we suspect that it will meet the same fate as the other two
choices. A final route to a consistent massive gravity model is to search for
some sort of “protective” embedding (perhaps analogous to that of charged
higher spin [27] and multi-graviton models [28] in string theory). This would
entail modifying the Einstein–Hilbert kinetic terms [29], an inherently dan-
gerous endeavor likely to ruin the constraint structure that mGR inherits
from its GR neighbor. Thus, the philosophically satisfying uniqueness of GR
remains solid.
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